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Abstract

This paper proposes a framework for FEA-mesh editing with feature constrained. In the framework,

cage-based technique is first used to edit the base-decomposition model. Vertices of the constrained

feature are transformed into a local form, and then reconstructed after determining the common boundary.

Feature rotation constraint derives from the normal change of the boundary plane. Parameters are

analyzed before editing operation, and our method permits the user to add constraints on the parameters

of the feature. This framework can also keep consistence for the disconnected assembly mesh model.

Experimental results show that constrained features hold precisely after mesh editing. Additionally,

experimental data validate the efficiency of our method, achieving real-time response.
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1 1 Introduction

In mechanical engineering, products are of-

ten evaluated by CAE analysis to check whether

they satisfy engineering requirements. Usually,

a rough 3D model is first created by CAD soft-

ware, and then CAE tools are employed for its

structure or dynamic analysis. If the analyz-

ing results do not satisfy the engineering re-

quirements, the CAD model has to be modi-

fied using CAD software and analyzed again by

CAE tools. Thus, the CAD model modifica-

tion and CAE analysis procedure is repeated

till a desirable product is generated. In fact,

prior to CAE analysis, the CAD model is re-

quired to be re-meshed for finite element anal-

ysis (CAE analysis). The re-meshing procedure

is very time-consuming, and the mesh quality is

critical to the CAE analysis. Therefore, in or-

der to avoid totally re-meshing the CAD model

in each modification-and-analysis repetition, we

develop a method to edit the CAE mesh di-

rectly while keeping some features [1, 2] and

constraints. It should be pointed out that, in

CAE area, there are two kinds of meshes, volu-
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metric mesh and surface mesh; we only concern

the later one in this paper.

Generally, the interactive mesh editing

methods can be classified into two categories.

One is cage-based (or volume-based) and the

other is surface-based.

Cage-based mesh editing techniques are

mainly used in computer graphics [3]. These

methods usually employ a coarse cage enclos-

ing the mesh model to manipulate the mesh,

by representing the mesh vertices as the affine

combination of vertices of the outer cage [4, 5,

6]. Cage-based techniques can process discon-

nected models such as assembly models, while

they are difficult to manage the constraints

specified at feature regions.

Surface-based mesh editing techniques

[7, 8] calculate differential properties at the dis-

crete vertices, and then use the partial equa-

tions to reconstruct the surface which leads to

solving a sparse linear system. However, if there

are no additional constraints, the form feature

may be distorted while mesh editing. To keep

the form features, Masuda et al. [9] introduces

the soft and hard constraints into the deforming

framework. The hard constraints which require

to be satisfied precisely work on the feature re-

gions, and the soft constraints are fulfilled in the

least-square sense. Although this method can

preserve the form feature, it only works globally

and can not process complex feature regions lo-

cally or partly, such as enlarging the radius of

a through hole while keeping its height.

In this paper, cage-based and surface-

based mesh editing techniques are combined to

develop a CAE mesh-editing framework that

can manage constraints on features. In our

work, the cage-based mesh editing technique

manipulates the global deformation, while the

surface-based one deals with constrains on fea-

ture regions. Our method not only preserves

the form of the feature, but also permits the

user to keep some inner parameters of the fea-

ture, such as the height of column and the

length of the extrusion. The main contribu-

tions of this paper are three-fold: (1) we pro-

pose a mesh-editing framework that can modify

parameters and preserve the feature while edit-

ing a CAE-mesh model; (2)we introduce a local

coordinate transformation which makes vertices

of a feature only relate to the common bound-

ary, so that the constrained feature can be re-

constructed after determination of the common

boundary; (3)we employ the cage-based editing

technique to make the constraints of the discon-

nected parts of the model consistent while mesh

editing.

The remainder of this paper are orga-

nized as follows. Section 2 gives a general re-

view on related work. Section 3 introduces

the mesh editing framework. Section 4 is de-

voted to applying the cage-based techniques to

edit the base decomposition model. To be self-

contained, our prior-work about cage genera-

tion is also introduce in this section. Then, in

section 5, we present constraints on features.

Finally, we give some experimental results in
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section 6 and conclude this paper in section 7.

2 2 Related Work

In recent decades, a wide variety of mesh-

editing techniques have been developed. These

techniques can be classified into two categories:

cage-based and surface-based.

Cage-based techniques deform shapes by

modifying the space in which objects lie [3, 10].

Chen [11] uses free-form deformation(FFD)

to generate a series paradigm of CAE-meshes

based on a basic design for CAE-based simu-

lation. Inheriting the idea of FFD, cage-based

methods construct a cage to envelop a mesh,

and the mesh vertices are represented by the

affine sums of the cage’s vertices and its face

normals [4, 5, 6]. Users manipulate the cage to

induce a smooth space deformation. The cage-

based mesh editing techniques are simple, flexi-

ble and efficient. Additionally, they can process

disconnected models, such as assembly models

in engineering. However, it is difficult to use

these approaches to keep the specified feature

regions without attaching any constraints on

the model.

Based on the theory of partial differ-

ential equation(PDE), Yu et al. [8] develop

a surface-based mesh-editing method by ma-

nipulating the gradient field of the coordinate

functions of the mesh, and solving the Poisson

equation to get the positions of the vertices.

Sorkine [7] introduces a similar technique which

uses the discrete Laplacian-Beltrami operater to

define differential properties at vertices and im-

poses positional constraints to form a linear sys-

tem. These surface-based methods handle the

mesh directly, so they are useful for the engi-

neering design.

In order to make use of surface-based

techniques for deforming automobile sheet-

metal panels, Masudaa et al. [9] develop the soft

and hard constraints on the mesh and propose

a framework which can preserve the form fea-

tures of the sheet-metal panel while deforming

the model. However, this method can not prop-

agate deformation to disconnected meshes. To

fix this problem, in Ref. [12], Masudaa defines

virtual links between pairs of disconnected ver-

tices, thus spreading the deformation to discon-

nected parts. Specifically, this method is em-

ployed to deform assembly models [12]. How-

ever, since this method needs to select the pairs

of vertices from disconnected parts by manual,

it is very tedious to deal with complex assem-

bly model. Further more, this method aims at

only sheet metal deformation, so, when deform-

ing other types of models in engineering, it only

scales the feature globally and does not permit

to modify part of the feature parameters. It

should be pointed out that, there may be mil-

lions of vertices in CAE mesh models. There-

fore, the surface-based techniques will lead to

solving a very large sparse system, which is a

time-consuming task even by applying current

sparse solvers [13].
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3 3 Framework of Constrained Edit-

ing

In this paper, we propose a CAE-mesh edit-

ing framework, which provides four basic oper-

ators shown in Figure 1, that is:

• the decomposition operator(feature sepa-

ration),

• the editing operator(shape deformation),

• the feature constraining operator(feature

analysis), and

• the reconstruction operator(model synthe-

sis).

In our current system, after the users spec-

ify features and add constraints, decomposition

operator is performed. It can be given by,

Bi = Si ª F i , (1)

and

D =
⋃

iBi ⊕R, (2)

where Si is the surface with specified feature F i ,

Bi is generated by subtracting the constrained

feature F i from Si , R is the remainder part of

the CAE-mesh, D is the Base Decomposition

Model(abbr. BDM ), ª is a minus operator,

and ⊕ is a summation operator. The mesh-

editing operation employs the cage-based tech-

niques, which will be discussed in section 4. Af-

ter the constrained features have been selected,

the system will calculate the boundaries and an-

alyze parameter constraints of the specified fea-

tures, and then the constrained relations will

be preserved during the deforming process. Fi-

nally, the reconstruction is done by combining

the modified Bi → Bi
′, the constrained features

F i → F i
′, and R → R′, that is,

M =
⊕

i(Bi
′ ⊕ F i

′)⊕R′. (3)

4 4 Base-decomposition Model Edit-

ing

As presented in Eqs. (1) and (2), the base-

decomposition model (BDM ) is the model get-

ting rid of the constrained features. Since the

cage-based techniques are able to handle the

disconnected assembly model and perform very

efficiently for large mesh with lots of vertices, in

this paper, a recent developed cage-based tech-

nique, Green Coordinates(GC ) [6], is employed

to deform the models. Given a BDM D, we

first construct a cage C that envelops the edited

part, and represent each vertex on the part as a

weighted combination of cage vertices and face

normals. As the cage changes, D is deformed

in turn by applying the GC weights to the de-

formed cage.

A good cage is important to the cage-

based mesh editing, which should loosely en-

closes the mesh. The following section presents

a method for constructing the cage of a mesh

model.

4.1 4.1 Cage Generation

As shown in Figure 2, the cage generation

algorithm mainly includes the following steps:
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Figure 1: A CAE-mesh editing framework with feature constrained.

Figure 2: Flowchart of cage generation.

1. Compute the bounding box and voxelize

the mesh model;

2. Extract and triangulate the outer faces of

the feature voxels;

3. Smooth the cage by an improved mean

curvature flow method, and decimate the

cage.

4. If the cage is not suitable for editing , goto

step 3.

Details on this method can be found in [14].

After generating the initial cage, users can ad-

just it if necessary.

5 5 Constraints on Features

Feature is a partial part that has special

meaning in engineering such as hole or protru-

sion. Figure 3 shows some features on a part.

For a CAE-mesh model, feature is a sub-mesh

on the specified region. In this section, we in-

troduce the constraints imposed on a feature.
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Figure 3: Part and features.

Figure 4: Common boundary of feature and base surface.

5.1 5.1 Local Coordinates Transfor-

mation

As mentioned in section 3, constrained fea-

tures will be separated from the base surface of

a mesh model. The common boundary of the

feature and base surface will be detected while

performing decomposition operator as shown in

Figure 4. As stated above, a constrained fea-

ture F (V, T ) is a sub-mesh of the CAE-mesh,

where V is its vertex set and T is its face set.

We denote the index set of the vertices in F by

ΓF , and that in the common boundary by ΩF .

Then a local transformation is defined on each

vertex vi(i ∈ ΓF − ΩF ) of the feature as,

Λ(vi) =
1

dΩF

∑
j∈ΩF

(vi − vj ), (4)

where dΩF
= |ΩF | is the number of vertices

in the common boundary. Intuitively, the lo-

cal transformation (Eq. (4)) presents a local

translation from the barycenter of the common

boundary to the vertex vi(see left in Figure 5).

To preserve the form of the feature precisely,

we add the constraint,

Λ(vi
′) = f(RFΛ(vi)), (5)

where RF is the rotation matrix which will be

introduced in the following, and f(•) is a con-

straining function about parameters, which will

be presented in Section 5.3.

The transformation from the original vec-

tor to the vector Λ(v) in Eq. (4) can be regarded

as a local coordinate defined by the boundary.

From the definition in Eq. (4), if we translate

the vertex vi in the feature F by the vector u
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Figure 5: (left) Local coordinates translation from boundary vertices; (right) common boundary

constraints.

to obtain the new vertex vi
′, we have

Λ(vi
′) =

1

dΩF

∑
j∈ΩF

(vi
′ − vj

′)

=
1

dΩF

∑
j∈ΩF

((vi + u)− (vj + u))

=
1

dΩF

∑
j∈ΩF

(vi − vj )

= Λ(vi).

This means that the reconstruction is not

unique and the vertices of the feature depend

on the common boundary.

In order to reconstruct the feature after per-

forming editing operator, we need to determine

ΩF . Let O = 1
dΩF

∑
i∈ΩF

vi is the barycenter

of the common boundary, which is regarded as

a virtual vertex of DBM and treated in the

same manner as other vertices. For each ver-

tex vi(i ∈ ΩF ), a scalar function Ξ is defined as

(right in Figure 5),

Ξ(vi) = ||vi −O||. (6)

We have therefore additional constraints of the

form:

vi
′′ −O′ = f(Ξ(vi)(vi

′ −O′)), i ∈ ΩF , (7)

where vi
′ and O′ denote the vertices after edit-

ing, and f(•) is the same as in Eq. (5). After

performing reconstruction operator, Eq.(7) will

be satisfied, and feature F can be reconstructed

from Eqs.(4) and (5).

5.2 5.2 Rotation Constraint

When we edit the mesh, the constrained fea-

tures need to be rotated to fit the normal of

the base surface. After the boundary has been

reconstructed, rotation matrix in Eq. (5) can

be determined from the normal of the common

boundary. As illustrated in Figure 6, n, n′ and

O are the original normal, new normal and the

barycenter of the common boundary, respec-

tively. The rotation matrix RF in Eq. (5) is

obtained by rotating n to n′ around barycen-

ter O. As shown in Figure 5(b), we add vir-

tual connections between O and the boundary

vertices, and then n and n′ can be obtained

by the average normals of adjacent triangular

faces. Because the local transformation defined

in Eq. (4) only relates to the common bound-

ary, each vertex in the constrained feature has

the same rotation matrix. Figure 7 shows some

examples deformed with rotation and without

rotation, respectively. The constrained features

in Figure 7(c) are more reasonable in practice.
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Figure 6: Normal rotation of the common boundary.

Figure 7: Deformed model. (a)Original model; (b)deformed model without feature rotation;

(c)deformed model with feature rotation.

5.3 5.3 Constraint on Parameters

In section 5.1, function f(•) is used to con-

strain feature vertices. If we want to preserve

the form of the feature F precisely and not to

modify its parameters, f(•) should be an iden-

tity function. It means that only translation

and rotation are performed on F . This con-

straint is sufficient in most applications. But in

some cases, we need to modify some parameters

of the feature.

Suppose a feature has m parameters, and

−→gi (~ci , •) (i = 0, 1, ..., m − 1) is a constraining

function on parameter ~ci . Then f in Eq. (5) is

rewritten as,

f(•) =
∑

i=0
m−1−→gi (~ci , •). (8)

In most commercial CAD software nowa-

days, to design a CAD model, 2D sketch will be

first created, and the feature operations, such as
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extrusion or revolution, are utilized to generate

a feature. Different types of features have dif-

ferent sketches and parameters. In this section,

we mainly analyze the parameters of through

holes and protrusions with circular and rectan-

gular shape. Other types can be analyzed in a

similar way.

Circular hole and protrusion: In tra-

ditional design procedure, users first create a

circular sketch on a reference plane, and then

extrude it to get a cylindrical feature. Suppose

−→n is the normalized normal vector of the ref-

erence plane, ~~ = RFΛ(ηi) (Eq. (5)), ~r is the

normalize vector of ~~−(~~·~n)~n, and ~h is the nor-

malized vector along the height extrusion direc-

tion (Figs 8(a,b),9). Then, constraints −→g (~r, •)
on ~r and −→g (~h, •) on ~h are

−→g (~r,~~) = sr
~~ sin α, (9)

and,

−→g (~h,~~) = sh
~~ cos β, (10)

where sr and sh are scalar factors, α is the angle

between the normal of sketch plane ~n and vector

variable ~~ = RFΛ(ηi) in Eq. (5) or Ξvi(vi
′−O′)

in Eq. (7), and β is the angle between the ex-

trusion direction ~e and ~~ (see Figure 9).

Rectangular hole and protrusion:

Figure 8(c) and (d) show three parameters,

length l, width w and height h. We define ~l,

~w and ~h as the normalized vectors along the ex-

truding directions of length, width, and height,

respectively. Similarly, we have

−→g (~l,~~) = sl
~~ cos γ, (11)

and,

−→g (~w,~~) = sw
~~ cos ϑ, (12)

where γ is the angle between ~l and ~~ (Fig-

ure 9(c)), and ϑ is the angle between ~w and ~~.

Constraint on ~h can be treated using Eq. (10).

It should be noted that the FEA-mesh

model has no information about the feature

sketch, so it is difficult to recognize the sketch

plane. In our work, common boundary is recog-

nized automatically, and we use the boundary

plane to replace the sketch plane. For the hole

feature, there are two common boundaries (see

Figure 8). Users can choose one as the refer-

ence.

6 6 Implementation and Results

The framework of FEA-mesh editing with

feature constrained developed in this paper is

implemented with VC++ 2005 and OpenGL,

and runs on the PC with Core 4TM 2.4GHZ

and 4GB RAM in a single thread. In our exper-

iments, all mesh models are generated by FEA

tools.

Figure 10b shows an deformed part with-

out feature constraints. We can see that three

circular features have transformed into ellipti-

cal shapes. However, with feature constraints in

Figure 10c, circular features preserve the shape

during deforming the model.

Figure 11 is a bracket model. The edit-

ing operation is to elongate its horizontal length

and four holes in the soleplate while preserving

their shapes.
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Figure 8: Parameters of features. (a)Circular through hole with two common boundaries;

(b)circular protrusion; (c)rectangular holes with two common boundaries; (d)rectangular pro-

trusion.

Figure 9: Constraints on parameters.

Figure 10: (a) Original model; (b) deformed model without feature constraints, where circular

features in red have turned into elliptical shapes; (c) deformed model with feature constraints,

where circular features keep the original shape.

Figure 12 and 13 show parameter con-

straints on features. The radii of circular holes

in Figure 12 are shrunk and the height of the

protrusion is stretched. The scalar factor sr is

0.7 in Eq. (9), and sh is 2.0 in Eq. (10).

The assembly model in Figure 14 con-

sists of two pipes and four bolts. There is a gap

between the two pipes. Figure 14 shows the

deformed shape with four hole constraints. In

Figure 14c, four bolts are constrained and as-

sembly information keeps consistent after edit-

ing the model.

Moreover, a car model is shown in Fig-

ure 15. For this model, Computational Fluid

Dynamics (CFD) programs are usually used to

calculate various aerodynamics properties in re-
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Figure 11: Bracket. Top: original model; bottom: deformed model with four constrained through

holes.

Figure 12: (a) Original model; (b) deformed model with scaling radius.

Figure 13: (a) Original model; (b) deformed model with scaling height of the protrusion.

sponse to a set of vehicle exterior parameters.

During the simulation, the surface may need to

be modified. But the shape of some regions,

such as cartwheels, should keep unchanged dur-

ing the editing operation. In our system, these

feature regions are constrained and preserved

while performing deformation on the model.

Table 1 shows the time for initialization
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Figure 14: Assembly model. (a) left. original model, right. two disconnected parts; (b) deformed

model with four constrained through holes; (c) deformed model with four constrained bolts.

Figure 15: Car. Top: original model, where the cartwheels and lights are constrained; bottom:

deformed model, where the constrained features keep their shape forms.

and mesh editing in Figures 10-15. From the

table, we can see that time is mainly spent on

the initialization for GC evaluation [6], while

the editing time is within 0.001s. This result

shows that the method presented in this paper

is efficient.

7 7 Conclusion

This paper focuses on developing a CAE-

mesh framework with feature constrained. The

whole framework consists of two major pro-

cesses: editing the base-decomposition model
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Table 1: Data on models and time for initialization and editing

#Verts. #Feature Verts. #Cage Verts. Initialization(sec) Editing(sec)

Fig. 10 4018 6634 4 0.216 0.001

Fig. 11 32746 974 4 1.763 0.010

Fig. 12 6260 1374 4 0.338 0.001

Fig. 13 3661 788 12 0.327 0.001

Fig. 14b 11876 473 20 1.907 0.007

Fig. 14c 11876 1106 16 1.486 0.007

Fig. 15 4123 602 42 1.508 0.007

and imposing constraints on features. We

use the cage-based technique to edit the base-

decomposition model. Vertex of feature is

transformed into a local form, which makes it

only relate to the common boundary. Further-

more, rotation matrix of the feature can be ob-

tained by the normal rotation of the common

boundary. We analyze constraints on feature

parameters. Our method can preserve the fea-

ture shape and permit user to add parameter

constraints. Experimental results show that as-

sembly mesh models keep consistent when per-

forming editing operation.

In our current system, features are se-

lected by manual. To be more convenient, one

of our future work is to recognize the features

and assembly information of the CAE-mesh au-

tomatically. Another future work is to analyze

more types of practical features to improve our

system.
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